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1. At the meeting on l6th February 1971 of the Council's "social questions" 
group, which dealt with production of the working plan relating to 
Article 118 of the Treaty of Rome, the Co~ssion was requested to 
continue with .its examination of certain aspects ·of the question 
of working hours - for example, equivalences, deviations, recovery 
procedures - in two stages. 
The first of these stages was to comprise comparat'ive synoptic tables 
of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or contract which 
exist in this field in the member states of the Community. 
In order to examine the possibilities and method of drawing up these 
synoptic tables, a meeting was held with Government experts on 1st 
April 1971 during which a general agreement was reached on the 
principles to be observed in drawing up these tables. 
2. In reference to the results of the above-mentioned discussion with 
Government experts, the Commission's departments proposed: 
A. The following structure for the synoptic tables 
Table 1: statutory normal working hours 
Table II: relaxations of the statutory normal working hours -
provisions laid down by law and regulation 
Table III: 
Table IV: 
Table V: 
relaxations of the statutory normal working hours -
provisions of collective agreements 
deviations from the normal working hours - provisions 
laid down by law and regulation 
deviations from. the normal working hours - provision of 
collective agreements 
Table VI: additional pay in the event of relaxations of 
and deviations from the statutory normal working hours 
Table VII: working hours provided for under collective agreement 
Table VIII: relaxations ·of the normal working hours provided for 
under collective agreement 
Table IX: deviations from the normal working hours provided for 
under collective· agreement 
Table X: additional pay in the event of relaxations of 
and deviations from the normal working hours provided 
for under collective agreement 
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B. Definition 
This examination is based on the definitions which appear in the 
EEC study on "The systems of working hours· in the member states 
of the EEC" ( social policy series no. 14). 
C. Addditional Information 
The synoptic tables include only regulations applicable to adult 
male workers; 
continuous process undertakings (undertakings which have an 
uninterrupted production cycle of 7 x 24 = 168 hours per week) 
are excluded. A special survey is currently being carried out by 
the Commission on working hours in these undertakings; 
as regards contractual regulations, the following branches of 
industry are taken into consideration, these also being the branches 
covered by the tables which are regularly drawn up by the Commission 
on working hours: 
Motor Industry 
Electrical Engineering Industry 
Textile Industry 
Artificial andsynthet:ic Fibres· Industry 
Rubber Industry 
Chemical Industry 
Clothing Industry 
Glass Industry 
Shipbuilding 
Building Industry 
Iron & Steel Industry 
·coal-mining Indus try 
The reference date for all of the information in these tables is 
the 1st January 1971. 
TABLE 1. 
Statutory Norw2l Working Hours 
Country Working hours per day 
Belgium 8 
Germany 8 ( 3 AZO) \ 
6 hours 40 minutes ( in the 
case of a 6 day working week) 
." 
8 (in the case of a 5 day 
Ql 
0 working week) 
~ 
ell (mining: 7 hours 40 minutes) ,... 
~ 
Irregular working week with maximum of 
8 hours ?er day and maximum of 10 hours 
per day in the case of a S! day working week. 
Italy 
Luxembourg 8 hours 
Netherlands 8~ hours Monday-Friday 
5l hours Saturday 
Working hours per week 
45 
48 
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40 (mining 30 hours 40 minutes) 
When overtime is worked: 
maximum average;54 hours 
weekly maximum: 60 hours 
(the average, is calculated on 
any period of-12 weeks. 
However, exceptionally and on 
a temporary basis, deviations 
may be allowed making it 
possible ~o exceed the maxima 
or calculate the average on 
a period greater than 12 weeks. 
-
44 hours 
48 hours 
Cotmtry 
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TABLE II 
Relaxations ~n statutory normal working hours. Provisions laid down by law and regulation 
To enable the introduction of 
a shorter working week. 
The time by which certain 
working days are reduced 
can be spread over the 
other working days of the 
same week, of the 
preceding week or the 
following week, provided 
that the number of 
working hours per day 
does not exceed 7. , 
(Article 4 ~ 1 of the 
law on working hours.) 
To recover lost working 
time. 
In the case of an irregular 
working week. 
Working time lost during see Column 1. 
working days due to the 
annual closing of the 
undertaking, national 
holidays, public 
demonstrations or 
similar events,may be 
spread over the working da s 
of 5 consecutive weeks, 
including the one from· 
which the working time 
was taken; provided that 
the number of working 
hours per day does not 
exceed 10. 
The same arrangement 
applies when the 
working time is taken 
from certain working 
days, in conjunction 
with public holidays in 
order to give the staff 
a longer uninterrupted 
holiday (Article 4 ~ 
2 of the law on working 
hours). 
Other reasons 
Country 
TABLE II (continued) 
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Relaxations in statutory normal working hours. Provisions laid down by law and regulation 
To enable the introduction 
of a shorter working week. 
In a week: 
- the daily maximum may 
be increased to 9 
hours when the work-
ing pattern includes 
half a day, one day 
or more than one 
rest ~ay other than 
Sunday; 
- the daily maximum 
may be increased to 
10 hours for workers 
who, because of the 
distance they have to 
travel to work, 
cannot return horne 
or to their place 
of residence every 
day. 
To recover lost 
working time. 
Such an arrange-
ment is not 
provided for by 
law: 
consequently, 
it is not 
possible to 
recover the 
lost working 
time. 
In the case of an irregular working week Other reasons 
1. In a week: 
the number of working hours per week may be Stocktaking and end of 
spread irregularly over the 7 days of the week year accounts 
for ancillary medical workers employed by Persons engaged in this 
undertakings or persons giving medical and type of work may be allowed 
preventive care. to exceed the statutory 
2. Over a period longer than a week: limits by 7 hours per 
- Work organised on a shift basis: calendar year. They are granted 
t( e statutory limits may be exceeded provided time off in lieu in the 4 
that, over a period of 4 weeks at the maximum, months following this extra 
the average number of working hours does not work time. 
exceed these limits. The number of working 
hours may not exceed 10 per day. 
- Branches of activities, cate~ories of 
undertakings or branches of undertakings 
in which the statutory limits cannot be 
applied: The K1ng may g1ve author1sation 
for: 
a) these limits to be exceeded provided that, 
during a given period, not more than 45 
hours on average are worked per week. 
b) the weekly number of working hours to be 
distributed rrregularly over the week. 
- Preparatory or additional work: 
Transport, loading and 
unloading work 
The King may give authorisation 
for the statutory limits to be 
exceeded. However, the weekly 
number of working hours, 
calculated over a period of 4 
weeks at the rnaximurn1 may not 
exceed 45. 
The King may give authorisation for the 
statutory limits to be exceeded in this work 
when it has to be carried out outside of the 
time allocated for the general production work. 
The King determines what is preparatory or 
additional work. Time off in lieu is granted in 
the 4 months following the period to which it 
relates • 
. ·-·-----------·--·----------------··-··---·----------__JL._ _____________________ __J. _____________ ....... 
!Country 
l'>:l 
u 
~ 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE II (continued) 
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Relaxations ~n statutory normal working hours. Provisions laid down by law and regulation 
To enable the introduction To recover lost working In the case of an I Other reasons 
of a shorter working week. time. irregular working 
week. 
~ 
Working week divided into The recovery of Working week 
5 or 51 days. working hours collect- divided into 
ively lost below 5! days. 
40 hours per week for 
any reason whatsoever 
is permitted in the 
12 months following 
the stoppage of work, 
the only provision 
being that the 
Factory Inspector is 
informed of the 
stoppage and the means 
of recovery by 
the Head of the 
undertaking. 
-
~-...!.~- (continued) 
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Relaxations in statutory noriRal working hours. Provisions laid down by law and regulation 
1~-------r~----~~--·~--~---~~~~---~-----~------~--------------~·------~~----~ ----r-~--~--------~~---r----~------~~----~~~~-----. Country To enable the introduction of a shorter To recovt:•r lost working time. In the case of an irregular working week. Other 
working week. reasons 
~------+-----------------·--------------··-----------+---------------·------------------r-------------------------------------------;--------1 
The nunilier of working hours per day may 
be increased to 9. 
- For workmen, if the 44 hour working 
week is divided into at least 5 rlays. 
For employees, subject to prior, 
written authorisation from the 
Factory Inspection, if the 44 
hour working week is divided into 
5 working days. 
Working hours lost for an 
accidental reason or force 
majeure may be recovered, 
after first informing the 
Factory Inspection of the 
nature, cause and date of the 
collective stoppage, the 
number of hours lost and the 
proposed temporary modifi-
cations to the work 
schedule. 
- For workmen. In the 2 
months following resump-
tion of work provided 
that the work time being 
recovered does not cause 
the working day to increase 
beyond 10 hours and the 
working week beyond 48 hours. 
- For employees, provided that 
the time is recovered at the 
rate of one hour per day, 
that this is in the month 
following resumption of work 
and occurs only 15 days per 
year. 
In undertakings in which work is organ-
ised on a shift basis, \vorkmen may, 
subject to the Factory Inspection first 
being informed by the employer, be 
employed for longer than 8 hours per 
day and 44 hours per week, provided that 
the number of working hours per day does 
not exceed 10 and that the average num-
ber of working hours per week, calculated 
over a maximum period of 4 weeks, does 
not exceed 44 hours.Furthermore, the 
Minister of Labour may, if so required 
by the conditions specific to certain 
branches of activity or by technical 
necessities, allow deviations from the 
normal working hours for workmen, 
provided that the average number of 
working hours does not exceed 44 per 
week and 10 per day during a reference 
period to be determined by him. For 
employees; he may authorise division of 
the working hours over a longer period 
than a week, provided that the average 
working time calculated over the number 
of weeks under consideration does not 
exceed 44 hours per week and 10 per day. 
TABLE II (Continued) 
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Relaxations Hl statutory normal working hours. Provisions laid down by law and regulatio:1 
r-------~--------------------------~----------------------~--~--------------------------~----------------------. 
Country To enable the introduction 
of a shorter working week. 
To recover lost working 
time. 
In the event of technical 
necessity 
The possibilities referred 
to in Article 45 of the 
decision of 1936 on work-
ing schedules 1n factories 
or workshops may be 
resorted to. 
In the event of "ponts" 
(Intervening working day 
taken as holiday, e.g. 
day between Sunday and 
Public Holiday), 
authorisation is 
required from the 
Ministry of Social 
Affairs, granted by 
the permanent Under 
Secretary for Labour. 
In the case of an irregular 
working week. 
As a general rule, the 
working week cannot be 
divided irregularly; the 
Factory Inspection may, 
however, authorise 
irregular division when 
it is indisputably 
required for the smooth 
running of an undertaking. 
Other reasons 
For certain 
activities (clean-
ing of boilers, 
preparation of tools), 
Article 47 of the 
decision on working 
hours in factories 
or workshops 
authorises a longer 
working day and 
working week. 
Country 
~ 
~ 
TABLE III 
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Relaxations of the statutory normal working hours - provisions of collective agreements 
l 
I 
enable introduction ' working case of an ·other To the To recover lost In the reasons 
of a shorter working week. time. irregular working 
week • 
. 
Are not expressly prov- See the corresponding 
ided for by the law on column of Table II. 
' 
working hours. 
.. 
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TABU~ . ..:L..!..I (continued) 
Relaxations of the statuto1.y norm:ll :!_'"::!"king_ hours - pro':i::,ions of collective agreements 
+---------~-----------------------------------------------"--------------------~--~--------------------r-------------· 
Country To enable the introduction of a shorter working 
week. 
To recover lost working In the case of an 
time. irregular' working 
week. 
Other 
reasons 
~--------~~~~~----~--------~~---r--------------~~-----+------------------------~---+----------------------~--------------1 Bui ldi~ Ind~str;:: collective agreement of refer to what was said 
17.2.1970 (Royal Decree of 10.7.1970): in the corresponding 
divisioTJ. over the first 5 days of the week, column of Table II 
with the possibility of deviating frow this in (continuation sheet 
the cases n€ntioned in the Convention (6 for Belgium). In 
days). effect, recovery ~s 
Clothing Industry: collective agreement of not possible within 
13.4.1971 (Royal Decree of 5. 7 .1971): the framework of the 
division over the first 5 days of the v1eek. law on working hours. 
Where work is organised on a shift basis, the It is not a question 
working week may be divided over 6 days, of actual recovery. 
subject to the agreement of the Joint The prescribed working 
Committee set up on a basis of parity. pattern results from 
Coal-Mining Industry: convention of 23.8.1961 the simultaneous 
not rendered obligatory by Royal Decree: implementation of 2 
division over the first 5 days of the week; laws: one on working 
deviation possible to divide over 6 days, hours and the other 
subject to the agreell€nt of the Regional on public holidays. 
Joint Committee set up on a basis of parity. 
Shipbuilding: collective agreement of 
5.12.1955 (valid only for the port of 
Anvers): division over the first 5 days 
of the week. 
TABLE III (continued) 
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Relaxations of the statutory normal .. ;:,orking hours - p.E£_visions of collective agree!ll_:-n~_:;_ 
Country To enable th.:::-l:ntroduction of a shor~-;r;""rorkin 
week. 
To recover lost working In the case ·;y- Other 
time. an irregular reasons 
working week. 
1----t--·--------------.. -----· ·-------+----
Mechanical manufacture of gla.ss: rvduction of 
the vlOrking: \·leek on l.l.-l9Tf-t r_;-l: 1 ho~~rs for 
staff not on shift work to 40 on 1.7.1971; 
Chemical Industry: working week on 1.10.1970 
reduced to a n~ximum of 44 hours; 
Synthetic textiles: for 7 day week shift 
workers, overtime may not exceed 2 hours per 
week for a cycle corresponding to an average 
schedule of 42 hours. (_ 
Natura~ textiles: average maximum of 52 hom::-s 
in general and maintenance departments; 
- 50 hours for workshops not on shift work; 
- 48 hours for workshops on shift work; 
(the average is calculated over a period 
of 26 weeks). 
Metallurgical and Mining Industry: The average 
number of working hours per week may not 
exceed: 
-over 12 weeks: 52 hours at 1.1.70 and 51 
hours at 1. 6. 71. 
- in the case of a 48 hour work schedule, 
reduction; 
by i hour on 1.1.69 
by 1 hour on 1.9.69 
by i hour on 1.6.69 
- in the case of a 45 hour work schedule, 
reduction: 
by l hour on 1.1.69 
by i hour on 1.9.69 
by l hour on 1.9.71 / ... 
Country 
....... 
. 
~ 
~ 
0 
() 
'-' 
t3 
~ 
~'>:< 
TABLE III (continued) 
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Rela~atio~.~!:!~~ statutory normal working hours - provisions of collective agreements. 
To enable the introduction of a shorter working To recover lost working In the case of Other 
week. time. an irregular reasons 
working week. 
-I . .. 
- in the case of a 44 hour work schedule, 
reduction: 
by 1 hour on 1.1.72 2 
Rubber Industrz:: 
Nothing on the national level. 
ShiEbuildin~: 
See Metallurgical Industries. 
Electrical En~ineerin~: I See Metallurgical Industries. 
' 
Clothing: I 
Nothing. I 
Country 
-
TABLE III (continued) 
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Relax!!__ti0n;s __ ?_i_th" statutory normal working __ ~_o_u_r_s _ ~pL--rovisions of collective agreements 
v.reek. t1me. 
In the case of an irregular 
vTOrkin~:, week~ 
Other 
reasons 
To enable the intr.oduct-lc~~ of a shorter v:orking I T? recover lost v~.Jrking 
t----__;1-:-:-- ---,...--,.,---,---------------------------~-~---- ------------1----------------~r----------}ron and Steel Industry: 
Workmen: l~ith a vi"ew to progressive implementa-
tion of the 40 hour working week, workin[ hours 
are reduced in non-continuous process under-
takings by the granting of 37 rest days per 
year which fall on working days. 
Employees: Employees in administration, comm-
ercial and allied departments have the right 
to 43 half rest days. In this way, the 5 day 
working week is achieved, taking into account 
the fact that the 6 normal half day public 
holidays count as half rest days within th~ 
framework of the regulations on working hours 
and that no half rest day is due during 
the minimum 3 weeks holiday to which every 
employee has the right. ~ 
For employees in technical departments, the 
number of working hours are reduced by the 
granting of 34 rest days per year. 
Iron and Steel Industry: 
llliplementation of the 
statutory regulations. 
Building Industry: 
Implementation of the 
statutory regulations. 
Iron and Steel Industry: 
Workmen: Implementation of 
the statutory regulations. 
Employees:Implementation of 
the statutory regulations. 
Building Industry: 
The division of working 
hours in order to achieve 
a 44 hour working week, 
retaining Saturday as a 
rest day, is as follows, 
10 hours per day: from 
15th March to 14th October. 
9 hours per day: from 
15th October to 30th 
October and from 1st to 
14th March. 
8 hours per day: 
February and November. 
7 hours per day: 
December and January. 
--------- ":17 .- - - -
TABLE IV 
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GERMANY Deviat-ions from the normal working hours - provisions laid down by law and regulation 
r---------------------------------~-·------1•_:------·-----------------·---------------------~--------------------------~-------------------------, 
Preparation and cleaning work 
br additional and maintenance 
~ark. 
When working hours include 
time at which mere 
presence is required 
In extremely urgent cases or 
force majeure and in 
exceptio~al cases. 
For work rendered necessary 
for technical or seasonal 
reasons 
For work rendered necessary 
by technical and economic 
reasons 
For cleaning and maintenance Hark, working hours may be extended by 2 hours per day 
(1 hour for women) provided that not more than 10 hours are worked per day. The day 
may be extended beyond the limit of 10 hours only for men, when it is impossible to 
replace a \-7orker by others and an employer could not be asked to call on outsiders (Article 
5 § 1 and 3 of the law on working hours). :> 
To finish serving customers (including clearing up), daily working hours may only be extended 
by ! hour, but may not exceed 10 hours. 
When working hours to a large extent regularly require the mere presence of the worker, 
the Factory inspection may authorise a working day exceeding 10 hours. 
For imperative reasons of public utility, the Factory Inspection may authorise a working 
day longer than 10 hours (Article 8 S> 2 of the laH· on working hours). 
Working hours are not limited for temporary work rendered necessary in an emergency or 
exceptional cases over which the person concerned has no control and the consequences of 
which cannot otherwise be avoided (in particular when there is a risk of raw materials or 
food stuffs deteriorating or when there is a risk of the result of work being jeopardized) 
(Article 14 § 1 of the law on working hours). 
Not expressly provided for in the law on working hours 
No limit on working hours for male workers when a relatively small number of workers are 
employed for certain days on tasks which, if not carried out, would jeopardize the 
result of the work or cause excessive damage to the economy and when it is not possible 
to request the Head of-an undertaking to take other measures (Article 14 § 2 of the law 
on working hours) • .. 
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GERMANY (continued) 
r---------------r--------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------~ Other reasons Working l1om·s may be ext.endRd by 2 hours per day (one hour for. women) provided that not more than 10 
hours are worked pe1.· day by those workc:rs on uhom, due to technical reasons, return to and continuation 
at the fnll capacity running of the undertaking depend. (Article 5, § 1 item 2 of the law on working hours). 
For imperative reasons of public utility, the Ministers of Labour of the "LMnder" may authorise revocable 
deviations going further than those which are provided for in the law on working hours or in other 
provisions relating to the security of empJ.oyrr.ent (Article 28 of the above-rrentioned law on working hours). 
For a maximum of 30 days per year, workers may do up to.2 hours overtime, but may not be employed for more 
than 10 hours per day (Article 6 of the law on working hours). In addition, the Factory Inspection may 
authorise a deviation from the statutory normal working hours when this is justified by an emergency. 
TABLE IV (continued) 
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BELGIUH Deviations from the normal working hours - provisions laid down by law and regulation 
For preparation and cleaning 
work or additional and maintenance 
work. 
When working hours include time 
at which mere presence is 
required. 
In cases of extreme emergency 
or force majeure and 
exceptional cases. 
For work made necessary by 
technical or seasonal reasons. 
For work necessitated by 
technical and economic reasons. 
The King may g1ve authorisation for the statutory limits to be exceeded on this type of 
work Hhich, of necessit·y, must be carried out outside of the time allocated for general 
production work. The Royal Decree authorising this work also lays down the amount by 
which the legal limits may be exceeded (in general 2 hours per day maximum). 
Working hours is understood as the tin~ during which the staff is at the disposal of the 
employer, that is to say that the working hours include not only the time when an actual 
service is being provided, but also t~e periods during which the st~.f is not giying a 
service, yet during which theiJ, time is not their own. Therefore, working hours may possibly 
include time at which mere presence is required. However, in 3 cases provided for by the 
law on working hours, the King may determine the time during which the staff is at the 
disposal of the employer, in particular as regards: 
1) transport undertakings 
2) workers engaged in transport work 
3) workers engaged in mainly intermittent work. 
The purpose of this provision is rather to exclude 
from the working hours. 
certain times when presence is required 
The number of working hours per day and per week may be exceeded in the case of accident, 
force majeure and emergency work to be carried out on machines and equipment; in these 
cases, there is no limit on working hours. 
• 
Otljr reasons 
--~---------------------~--~------------------------------------------------------------~·, 
TABLE IV (continued) 
ITALY 
For preparation ·and cleaning 
work or additional and 
maintenance work. 
-
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TABLE IV (continued) 
FRANCE Deviations from the normal working hours - provisions laid down by law and regulation 
preparation cleaning thTs tvork, regulations provide 
~. 
deviation from the For and For the for a permanent legal number of 
work or additional and working hours, which, with good reason, is subject to the Factory Inspector being informed and the information being given on the work schedules. 
maintenance work. The deviations can have the effect of extending the·number of working hours per day by half 
to 2 hours depending on the nature of the work to be carried out. 
In some cases, time off in lieu Fill be granted, in particular when the work is to be carried 
out on a day which is normally a holiday. 
[When working hours include A so-called "equivalent" work pattern l.S specifie<i for the categories of staff quoted below. 
time at which The number 0t hours of presence shown are considered as including 40 hours of actual work: mere presence Fire s . \ 48 hours erv1.ce·. 
is required. Caretaking and Security Services: 56 hours 
Gatekeepers and Pointsmen: 72- 90 hours 
In cases of extreme In the case of accidents which have occurred or are imminent and by simply informing the Factory 
emergency or force Inspection, the employer can, during the first day, make use of an unconditional deviation from the number of working hours in a day. 
~jeure and exceptional For the following days, the deviation is limited to 2 hours per day. . 
cases. 
!For work made necessary by Overtime can be used within the limits given in Table 1. 
technical or seasonal 
treasons 
IFor work necessitated by Overtime can be used w1.thin the lim ts g1.ven 1.n Table 1. 
technical and economic 
-
reasons. 
Pther reasons 
' 
' 
I 
! 
. 
1 
; 
~ 
t 
I 
' ' 
. 
' 
i 
. 
' 
I 
I 
j 
i 
! 
' 
I 
1 
' 
TABLE IV (continued) 
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preparation cleaning \vhich, For and I For vr<>paratory o·1 ? 1 •~.if;l0':".:J.l \vu~·k for t<. ,:hnical reasons, of necessity has to be carried out 
work additional .::md outsL-'.o of th0 tim..~ limits alloc.aL...:d for the g(:>£leral work of the undertaking, a part of the undertak-· or 
I.ne r.r a sl:-: ft. thr~ 1! ;_ ,.._ j s t e l" of Labour may gl.VC authorisation for workmen to work time in excess of 
maintenance work. thA norr·1a1 \-.'urki q~ hours Fhi.ch will be comp0nsated for by a fnll rest day when the number of hours 
worked l.n excess atld up to the nrJrmal working hours for one day. 
When working hours include For-those categories of workmen ei:;;aged l.n mainly intermi t"tentwork, collective agreements and, in 
time at which the at,fe.r.~.ce thereof, public adv;inis tration regulations may determine the time during which the mere presence 
worl:er the disposal of his err.ployer/s. J.<; c.t 
is required. 
-~~' In cases of extreme emergency for work · undertak,;;--to deal with an accident· which has occurred or l.S 1.mnunent, for emergency work 
force majeure and to be carried out on machines and tooling and work necessitated by a case of force majeure, overtime or be V'OYkf'd by workmen without the authorisation of the Ministry of Labour but after informing may 
exceptional cases. the Factory Inspection of the reasons which gave rise to overtime working, provided that this does 
not occur on more than 3 d.::.ys per month. 
Equally, in an emergency, authorisation from the Ministry of Labour is not required for employees 
to work overtime, provided that this does not occur on more than 3 days per IIX)nth. The Head of 
the undertaking merely has to submit an overtime statement to the Factory Inspection, at least once 
per month, giving exact reasons for the urgency. 
-For work made necessary by 
technical or seasonal reasons 
For 'work necessi tatoo by 2 hours overtime .per day may be worked, subject to prior authorisation from the Ministry of Labour 
technical and economic for workmen and emelolees, provi0ed that the number of working hours per day does not exceed 10 houn in order to prevent the loss of p-2rishable goods, in order that the technical result of work is not 
reasons. jeopardized, and to deal with exceptional work loads. 
Other reasons Same possibihty of deviation· from the normal worki.ng hours to enable spec1.al work such as the 
drawing up of inventories and balance sheets, expiration, liquidation and balancing of accounts. 
V/288/73-"F', 
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NETHERLANDS Deviations from the normal workin_g hours - provisions laid down by law and regul~~io~ 
For preparation and cleaning 
work or additional and 
maintenance work. 
When working hours include 
time at which mere pres-
ence is required. 
Article 47 of' the decision on wor1zing hours in factories or workshops lists tT;c--preparation and 
cleaning work which can be carried out in an undertaking outside of the normal work schedule. 
Except where otherv1ise provided, the authorised number of hours overtime is 1 to 5 for additional 
work. Ths. maximum number of hours overtime may not exceed 6 hours per week for women and 12 hours 
per week for men. ,' 
Full-time boiler men and mechanics may carry out cleaning work for 12 hours per day at the most 
and 16 hours per day once a·week. 
Pursuant to Article 47 of the decision on working hours in factories and workshops, Commissiona~res 
who do not carry out any security work1 or lift boys~may be called on to work one hour before or 
after normal vmrking hours ~n the undertaking, up to a maximum of 7 hours per week. Security work 
may be carried out at all times up to a maximum of 10 hours per day, 60 hours per week and 220 hours 
pee 4 weeks. 
~------~--~------------~~ In cases of extreme Normal working hours may be exceeded for emergency maintenance work and repairs (Article 45 of the 
emergency or force 
majeure and exceptional 
cases. 
For work made necessary by 
technical or seasonal 
reasons. 
For work necessitated by 
technical and econo~c 
reasons. 
Other reasons 
decision on vmrking hours in factories or workshops). 
In the case of an exceptional work load, overtime may be worked for technical or economic reasons up 
to a maximum of 11 hours per day and 62 hours per week for men .and 10 hours per day and 55 hours per 
week for women ( Article 28, § 2 of the law on work). 
·,, 
• 
_, 
-·~ ~.,..:.. 
TABLE V 
·.""'t . 
• ~~. 
""' 
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• 
Deviations from normal ~J_<;_rkin~t .. b.~s_:_:. provisions of collective a&reements 
Country 
-.-1 
'-' 
s 
t3 
....1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
For preparation and 
cleaning work or 
additional and 
nmintenance work. 
Textile Industry: 
Royal Decree of 
17.8.1965 
Royal Decree of 
12.4.1965 
Chemical Industry: 
Royal Decree of ~ 
5.6.1970 
·Building Industry: 
Royal Decree of 
10.7.1970 
Normal working 
hours may be 
extended by 
eollective agree-
ment, provided 
•. 
that the 10 
hour limit is 
not exceeded 
(Art. 7§ 1 of 
the law on 
t 1 wo~ng hours. 
\\'l.wn workir_tg hours incl~~Î;; casos of extreme 1 ;:~~r work. necessitated 'For work. necessitated Other 
tliP''whœ wh1.ch mere presence emergcncy or force by techn1.cal or seasonal by techn1cal and - reasons 
is requir<:'d. majeure and except-
When the working hours to 
a large extent regularly 
include time when the 
mere presence of the 
worker is required, they 
may also be extended 
beyond 10 hours per 
day. 
rionalcaa". 
i 
As for column 1 
reasons. 
As for co1umn 1 
economie reasons. 
Buildin& Industry: 
Royal l)ecree of 
10.7.1970 
(decision of 17.2. 
1970: applicable 
for the period 
from 1.3.1970 to 
28.2.1971) 
Textile Industry: 
Royal Decree of 
12.4.1965 (the 
Royal Decree of 
1.6. 70 extended 
the va1idity of 
the decision for 
the per1od from 
1.2.1970 to 31.1. 
1971. 
As for column 1 
1 
As for 
column 1 
(1) Deviation:{, as uaderstood in thh study, cannat be granted by collective agreement •. They are authorised on1y in the cases referred to 
f ·~ '. / ... 
TABLE V 
Deviations from normal working hours - provisions of collective agreements 
... I cont. 
V/288/73-Ti' 
Orig:F 
in the law on working hours and granted either pursuant to the law itself or outside of a Royal 
Decree pronounced in execution of the said law and after having sought the opinion of the Joint 
Commdttee set up on a basis of parity. 
:!-'-
r::;--··---·-- -·----·-·-- ---- ---·- ·-·-
lCount•:y · For prepaHttion and Hhcn \vud,ing he>··rs , cleaning Holk or include timo c' uhich 
additionc-.1 and mere pr<:>sE:Y',·· .\.~ 
maintei.Janc0 work. required. 
CheuJcal Industry: 
1Tt11'eSl;iTt is-"'-
!liore than 6 hours 
long:! hour 
paid bL·eak. 
TABLE V (cont.) 
--J.n -c;;es of extreme er,;;;rgency ·or work made 
or force r.1ajeure and ecessary by 
exceptional cases. technical or 
!~uj lding in the Seine 
Area: 
:--lff work continues into 
the night, the rates 
between 20.00 and 6.00 
are increased by 100%. 
The same applies for 
work on a Sunday or 
unpaid public holiday. 
For work on a public 
holiday: 50% increase 
in rate. In this case 
the working time is 
included in the 
schedule for the week. 
Synthetic Textiles: 
Staff not on shift work: 
25% increase for the first 
2 hours. 
50% increase for every 
additional hour. 
This time is to be re-
covered within a fortnight. 
If it is a Sunday, 100% 
increase in addition to 
the increases provided for. 
/ ... 
seasonal 
reasons. 
V/288/73- "F 
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For work necessitated 
by technical and 
econoffilc reasons. 
Other 
reasons 
Country 'For preparation and 
cleaning work or 
additional and 
maintenance work. 
( 
'Whe~U" working hours 
include time at 
which mere presencE 
is required. 
TABLE V (cant.) 
In cases of extreme emergency 
or force majeure and 
exceptional cases. 
~etallurgy - Department of 
[Moselle f 
Increase for Sundays or 
public holidays: 50 or 75%. 
Iron & Steel - Department of 
Meurthe et Moselle: 
lours worked on Sundays or 
public holidays: increase 
in payment of 40% for the 
dayt~me, 50% for night time. 
For work on public holidays: 
100% increase. 
~hemical Industry: 
~unday and public holidays: 
increase of 25% at least. 
~he same for time between 
~1.00 and 5.00. 
V/288/73-<', 
Orig:F 
For work made For \vork necessitated 
necessary by by technical and 
technical or economic reasons. 
seasonal 
reasons. 
Other 
reasons. 
...... ; 
TABLE V (continued) 
V/288/73- F 
Orig:F 
Deviations from the normal working hours - provisions of collective agreements 
Country For preparation and cleaning When working In cases of extreme emergency or iFor work made 
ITALY 
work or additional and hours include force majeure and exceptional necessary by 
maintenance work. time at which cases. technical or 
Iron & Steel Industry: 
implementation of the , 
statutory regulations. 
Building Industry: 
staff may be asked to 
work overtime and may do 
so if non-completion of 
the work in question holds 
up the undertaking on the 
following day. The same 
applies if overtime is 
necessary for cleaning 
the equipment of an 
undertaking or to 
save it from damage. 
mere presence 
is required. 
Iron & Steel Industr~: 
implementation of the 
Statutory regulations. 
Building Industr~: 
staff may be asked to 
work overtime and may do so 
when human life is at stake, 
when there are breakdowns in 
traffic flow or hold-ups in "the 
production of an undertaking, 
if it is necessary to prevent 
or clear away damage caused by 
natural phenomena; the same 
applies for emergency repair 
and installation work; when 
there is the possibility of 
undertakings haying to close 
down thus causing other 
workmen to be laid off. 
seasonal 
reason. 
For work necessitated 
by technical and 
economic reasons. 
Other 
reasons 
( 
'· 
Country 
c 
TAi1LE VI 
V/288/73-F 
Orig:F 
Increases in sa.lary :tn the eve:1.t of _relaxations of and deviations from the statutory normal working hours 
In the case 
Table Il 
(l)Table III 
Table IV 
Table III 
Table IV ) 
Table V ) 
-·· 
of: in % 
25% 
50% 
100% 
25% ~ 
25% 
-- ... 
~.,., ..... 
for the first 2 hours of 
overtime 
from the third hour of over-
time onwards 
for overtime worked on 
Sunday or a public holiday. 
Method of calculation 
Extra pay is due each time that one of the limits (daily or 
weekly) is exceeded; 
The rate of wages for overtime work is a minimum; 
The rates are not cumulative: the obligation to make extra 
payrrent at the rate of 100 or 50% cancels out the obligation 
which may possibly exist to make an extra payment of 50 or 
25% (this case arises when the 2 limits - daily and weekly -
are exceeded, i.e. it is necessary to revise the calculation 
for the time by which the normal daily working hours are exceed-· 
ed taking,into account the time by which the weekly normal hours 
are exceeded, the higher rates being substituted for the 
lmver ~nes. 
Hourly wages increased by 25% (Article 15 of the law on working 
hours), unless the working hours are extended for an emer~ncy. 
Unless agreed otherwise. 
(1) In the event of the weekly lim:tt for working hours be1ng reduced by collect1ve agreement and made obl1gatory by Royal 
Decree pronounced in execution of the law on working hours, the new contractual limit becomes the statutory limit for 
calculation and logement on extra pay. 
-TABLE VI (continued) 
v /288/73-:8 
Orig:F 
Increases in s::>1:•ry in_!_l!e~21t of relaxations of and deviations from the statutory normal working hours 
Country In the case of 
Table II 
Table III 
In traduction of' 
a shorter 
working week. 
To recover 
lost working 
time. 
TABLE IV 
in.;[ 
25 or 50% 
As regards payment, lost working time amounting to less than 40 hours per week is 
re-distributed at the normal rate, even if the effect of this recovery is to increase the 
nurr.ber of hours \vorked during the week to more than 40. 
Glass Industry: compeDsad_on at 100% 
Chemical Industry: compensation at 66% 
Metallurgy and Minerals: salary including the. legal increase for overtime at 25%. 
\ 
Textiles: les·s than 40 hours: normal rate; above 40 hours, increased normal rate, and when 
certain limits are exceeded, these limits being: 
- for time lost due to economic circumstances, the number of hours which may be recovered at 
the normal rate in a period of 12 months is 40 hours. 
- for time lost for any reason whatsoeve'r (public holidays and force majeure, economic 
circumstances etc.) the number of hours which may be recovered at the normal tariff is 
16 for 2 consecutive fortnights. 
Iron & Steel - Department of Meurthe et Moselle: time lost -due to closing for a public holiday 
is to be recovered as normal time even if the normal schedule exceeds 40 hours. 
Time permanently worked outside of normal hour~ and overtime for any reason whatsoeve~ give 
rise to an increase calculated on the basis of a week and fixed at 25% for the 41st to 48th 
hour inclusive and 50% from the 49th hour onwards. 
N.B. Employees working "equivalent" pattern receive payment corresponding to 40 hours for 
~number of hours of presence considered as being equivalent to this. It is only beyond 
this number that time worked is considered as overtime and is paid as such • 
... / ... 
France 
(Contd.) 
v /2f.:./7 3- li; 
Orig:F 
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TABLE V 
When the \vorking 
hours include time 
at which mere presence 
is required. 
In extreme emergencies, 
force majeure and ' 
exceptional cases 
Chemis tr;t: For shifts of more than 6 hours: 1/2 hour paid break. 
For work on Sundays and public holidays: 1ncrease of 25% minimums 
as for time between 21.00 and 5.00, 
Synthetic Textiles: Staff not on shift work: in the case of a worker 
normally on established regular hours who works overtime with 
a shift wh1ch does not have established regular hours. 
Building -
for the first 2 hours: 
for every additional hour: 
for Sunday working: 
increase of 25% 
increase of 50% 
additional increase of 100% 
Seine Region: The rates between 20.00 and 6.00 are 
increased by 100%: the same applies for Sunday or unpaid 
public holiday. 
Metalurgy - Department of Mo.selle: Sunday or public holiday: 40% day time 
50% night time. 
Country 
Italy 
V/288/73- r.: 
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TABLE VI (continued) 
Increases in salary in the event of relaxations of and deviations from the statutory normal working hours 
In the case of 
Table VI 
In extreme emergency 
or force majeure and 
in exceptional cases: 
For work necessitated 
by technical or 
or seasonal reasons; 
Other reasons. 
Table V 
For preparation and 
cleaning or additional 
and maintenance work; 
In cases of extreme 
emergency or force 
majeure and in 
exceptional cases 
For work necessita-
ted by technical 
or economic reasons 
in % 
25% 
30%(lst hr. 
to 4th hr.) 
50%(5th hr. 
to 8th hr.) 
l00%(from the 
9th hour 
onwards) 
50% 
25%(before 
20 .00) 
50%(Between 
20.00 and 6.00 
Method of Calculation 
Workmen_:~ Normal flourly rate increased by 25% except for time exceeding normal 
working hours, authorised for preparatory or additional wor\, which, for technical 
reasons, has to be carried out outside of the limits allocated for the general 
work of the undertaking. This time is compensated for by one full rest day when 
the extra hours amount to a normal working day of 8 hours. 
Employees: Normal hourly rate increased by at least 50%. The hourly rate is 
obtained by dividing monthly salaries by the contractual number of 190 hours. 
If the contract of employment specifies a working week of less than 44 hours, 
the actual number of working hours will serve as a basis for calculation of the 
hourly rate. 
Iron & Steel Industry: 
Workmen: Basic hourly rate increased by these percentages for overtime. 
Employees: The increases to be paid for overtime are calculated at the normal 
hourly rate which is obtained by dividing the monthly salary by 173hours 
Building Industry: Normal hourly rate increased by 257. (before 20.00) and 
50% (between 20•00 and 6.00). 
Country 
til 
Q 
~ 
~ 
g3 
H 
f;tl 
z 
TABLE VI (continued) 
V/288/73-F. 
Orig: F 
Increase in salary ~n the event of relaxations of and deviations from the statutory norma,l ·Harking hours 
In the case of in % Method of Calculation 
-
Not applied 
-.. 
-
TABLE VII 
v /288/73-F. 
Orig:F 
Working hours provided for under collective agreements 
Country 
jGERMANY 
FRANCE 
ITALY 
LUXEHBOURG 
Sector· 
. i 
IAutomob~le industry 
Electronics ~ndustry 
Textile industry 
Artificial & SnythetLC Fibres 
Industry ~ 
Rubber industry 
Chemical industry 
Cloth~ng ~ndustry 
Glass industry 
Shipbuilding industry 
Building industry 
l
lron & Steel industry 
Coal Mining industry 
In the majority of sectors 
42 
42 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
Number of hours 
43 or 42 depending on the sector 
of activity 
42 
43 
41! 
42! (surface) 41! (underground) 
40 per week and 8 per day 
co'ntractual provisions cover only reductions in the statutory weekly 
1\..rorking hours. The schedule actually followed is decided on by the 
!employer and displayed in the undertaking. 
Metallurgical industry 
Electrical Engineering 
Industry (1 unaertak~ng) 
Text~le Lndustry 
Clothing industry 
Artificial & Synthetic Fibres 
industry (1 undertak~ng) 
per day 
1 8! 
8~ 
8~ 
8! 
8~ 
per week 
42! max. 
42! 
43! (from 1.1.71: 42i) 
42! 
42i 
8 (employees) 40 (employees) 
42~ 
!
Glass industry (1 undertaking) 82 
Iron & Steel industry (1 
I undertaking) 8-8! 
Building industry 
Rubber & Thermo Plastics 
industry 
Chemical ~ndustry (some 
enterprises) 
Coal Hining industry 
underground workers (lJ 
i 8~ 
8-8! 
8 
(1) completely cont~nuous explo~tat~on. 
40 min. 
42~ max. 
42! 
42! 
40 min. 
42! max. 
40 
TABLE VJII 
Relaxations of the normal workin~ hours provide.:~ for under collective agreement 
Country! To enable the Tnt-reduction of a 
shorter working week. 
To recover lost working time. ln the case of an irregular 
working week. 
V/288/73-r,• 
Orig:F 
Other reasons 
------~~--------~--~~~-----~------~--~-------------------------------r-------------------------------4--------------------------ln general, a 5 day working week 
(for all the data relating to this 
table see the note on Table III) 
The working week is generally 
divided into 5 days of 8 
hours. 
Working hours lost due to 
finishing work before the 
normal time on the day before 
public holidays (Christmas, 
New Year, Easter, \fuitsuntide) 
may be recovered before or 
after the above-mentioned 
times. Similar provisions 
are made 1n the majority 
of agreements in, 
the Glass Industry, 
Clothing Industry, 
Metallurgy and the 
Building sector for other 
occasions when work time 
is lost. 
Some collective agreements 
also provide for payment of 
wages for the lost working 
time. 
Country To enable 
a shorter 
rz1 
0 
:z; 
< p:; 
rz. 
ITALY 
. 
LUX. 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
v /288/73-1,' 
Orig:F 
Relaxations of the normal working hours prov_ided for under collective agreement 
the introduction of To recover lost worG~il~t-;the case of an irregular ~ Other reasons 
'\.J 
working week. time. j working week. 
i 
' 
Possibility of implementing the reduction 
' in the contractual work schedule on a time I basis longer than a week: 
Metallur~ical Industry. and Chemical 
Industry: 
\ for technical and economic reasons, lost time can be added up until, instead 
of a shorter working week, a rest day in 
lieu can be granted to be taken within 
3 months. Lost time is added up over the 
year. 
·-
' ·~ ,..,_ 
' . ~---·:,. 
V/288/73-r<: 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Relaxations of the normal work1n~ hours provided for uqder collective agreement 
To enable 1 To recover losfworking time. In the case of an irregularwork1ng week. JOther reasons 
the introduction 
1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
f-t 
~ 
of a shorter 
workine: week. 
~ii:. j:trft··:~. -~--: ' ... : ,; ' • 
.:.......-'."->...:'~·~ 
Metallurgical Industrz:: . . Mctalluq~ical Industry: If, in an undertaking 
a) No increase in salary 1s pa1d there is a combination of conditions which just-
to a worker who is asked to work ify a deviation from the normal work schedule, 
outside of his normal work a variable work schedule may be applied; there 
schedule following a stoppage, must be prior consultation with the workers' and 
provided, however, that the employer~ professional.orgauisations. 
number of hours to be worked When implementing the variable work schedule, 
does not exceed the number of a maximum working week of 48 hours wil1 be 
hours which could not be worked adhered to, with a maximum average of 42! hours 
due to the breakd~wn. per week for each period which must be defined 
b) In agreement w1th the shop in advance. 
Council, no increase in salary Artificial & S nthetic Fibres (1 undertaking): 
is paid for the time during which The normal work schedule does not apply ta 
the whole of the undertaking or workers who, in view of the riature of their 
one or more divisions worked duties work irregular hours: boiler men 190 
outside of or over and above hours ~er month, watchmen, chief commissionaires, 
the normal schedule, for the ambulance men etc. 185 hours per month. 
sole purpose of recovering time 
during which activity had to 
be suspended (e.g.: closedown 
because of freezing) 
Electrical Engirieerins Industry 
(1 undertaking) : . · 
No payment is made: for work 
carried out in order to recover 
the time not worked or not to 
be worked due to special 
circumstances (excluding cir-
cumstances of a technical nature 
or those affecting the organ-
isation of the undertaking 
which then bring into operation 
the system of increases for 
overtime.) 
• 
Metallurgical Industry: 
A longer thau normal working 
week may be applied to those 
categories of workers for 
whom the law authorises 
working hours longer than 48 
hours (e.g. commissionaires, 
security staff etc.) the 
spirit of the law is that 
schedules should be applied 
to these workers which are 
calculated on a reasonable 
basis in relation to those 
of workers for whom the 
normal working week is 421 
hours. When; due to cir-
cumstances peculiar to his 
undertaking or a P.art of the 
latter, an employer considers 
it necessary to keep his 
labour force at work 24 hours 
a day, 6 days per week, he 
must ask for authorisation 
from the Integration Council 
(Road Van Overlag).The 
workers' and employees' 
organisations must have been 
consulted beforehand. 
/IIi! .;., •
•• 
, ~ ... ' ·~ .·. . · .. 
.. 
. 
.j..l g 
C) 
For occasional additional work of w1 
individual nnturc: \·Ihich does not 
last for mon~ tha.n ~ hour: 
for occasiona1 additional servjc~o 
provided by IPu.thers of nanagerial staff. 
Textile Industry: The sc..me rate increases 
as for overtime (see tables) are given 
for transferred vlOrking hours. No 
increase for overtime is due in the case of 
a stoppage iu Dn enterprise (cleaning of 
boilers, brea:<doHn etc.) occurring between 
Monday and F1~day. A weekend bonus payment 
(see tables) :i.s given when these hours are 
recovered on Saturday or Sunday. 
Clothing Indus try: The fo llmo1ing non-
scheduled working hours are not considered 
as overtime: 
a) "transferred" working hours by which is 
understood the hours worked with the clearly 
defined purpose of recovering hours which 
have not been or will not be worked; 
b) additional work time, up to a maximum 
of 2 hours in each case, to recover time 
lost during stoppages due,for example, to 
cleaning of boilers, breakdowns etc. 
Artificial & Synthetic Fibres (1 undertaking) 
The workers in groups 22, 23 or 24 do not 
receive payment for time worked outside of 
the schedule and during public holidays or 
immediately before or after certain public 
holidays. The workers in groups 10 to 21 
receive a payment in accordance with the 
overtime system. 
V /28b/7 3- ~ Orig :F 
I 
Textile Industry 
:No salary inct;;ape is due for overtime 
·~worked in order to recover "pants" 
~intervening working day_] (provided 
'that there are not more than 3 of 
these days per calendar year) during 
\vhich,, work is stopped in agreement 
with the Shop Council. 
Building: 
The normal working hours may have 
to be shortened due to unfavourable 
climatic conditions - frost and poor 
\.light • 
i 
f 
!Boilermen arc subject to special regulation. 
I Iron & Steel Industr1: (1 Undert?l:ing) I For h:o;rr-s-· trmud::'"er'redto one hour before 
and one hour a{ter the normal work schedule, 
the worker is entitled to a 25% increase in 
his hourly salary for each hour. 
Building: 
When-;:,-·\.iorker is obliged to provide services 
outside of the normal work scPedule, provided 
that these do not exceed 8~ hours per day, 
the hourly rate is increased by 25% for those 
hours falling outside of the normal work 
schedule unless the worker is engaged on a 
shift basis. 
Ru~ber & Thermo Plastics ~ndustry : 
Increases as quoted in Table X become due 
for transferred hours. 
For workers on day duty, the hours immediately 
before and immediately after the reduced 
schedule are not considered as transferred hours. 
Chemical Industry 
When a worker on day duty works outside of his 
reduced schedule but does not exceed normal 
daily working hours, he does not reeeive an 
additional allowance insofar as he does not 
begin before 7.00 or finish after 18.00. 
v /28 ~;/7 3-'"'. 
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l• 
Country 
TABI.E IX 
v /288/7 3---;;> 
Orig: I 
Deviations from normal work}!:lJLI:~E.rovided for under collective agreement 
' For preparation and cleam_ng '\vork 
additional and maintenance vmrk. 
or -~\-J1,en w~rkin[ 1 In cases 
hours 1nclu-:h-, or force 
time at tvhichl cases. 
mere presence 
of extreme -cr1ergcncy 
majeure and exceptional 
See Table V 
Some collective agreements contain 
provisions- concerning the extension 
of working hours for repairs and 
similar work. The maximum of 10 
hours authorised by the law is 
expressly reduced in these agree-
ments. 
For example, the collective 
agreement for the Electrical 
Engineering Industry in the 
"Land" of Hesse specifies a 
limit of 6 hours per week for 
the whole of the undertaking 
and 10 hours per week for 
certain groups or sections 
for overtime worked for these 
reasons. 
is required. 
See Table V See Table V 
Collective agreements provide 
for an extension of working 
hours up to a maximum of 10 
hours per week, certain 
branches limiting to 8 weeks 
the period during which 
overtime can be worked for 
this type of reason. 
!"or vJOrk mane -~}or work 
necessary by necessitated 
technical or by technical 
seasonal and economic 
reasons. 
See Table V 
In some cases, 
working hours 
may be extend-
ed up to a 
maximum of 10 
hours per 
week through 
a period of 
8 weeks (e.g. 
in the 
Metallurgical 
Industry). 
reasons. 
See Table V 
fUEhrer 
r reasons 
See Table 
v 
v /288/73--r,: 
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TARLE IX (continued) 
Deviations from normal._:;'_?_rkin& hours provided for ~c!_~!. collective agreement 
---------.---------------------.----·-------------r-----------------------------------r--------------------,-----------------~-----------------
1 Other Country For preparation and 
cleaning work or 
additional and 
maintenance work. 
'ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
t 
When \mrking 
hours include 
time at \·!hich 
mere presence 
is required. 
In c<tses or extreme emergency or 
force majeure and exceptional 
cases. 
Metalluq~ical Industry: 
In the case of imperative 
technical or economic necessity 
and exceptional cases, the 
working hours reduced under 
application of the collectLve 
agreement may subsequently be 
increased against payment of 
a da1ly allowance in payment 
of tne increases for overtime. 
Pharmaceutical Industry: 
In the event of a significant 
labour shortage, the necessary 
appropriate measures will be 
taken for those undertakings 
in which a reduction of 
working hour~ would prove to 
be 1.mpossible. 
For work made 
necessary by 
technical or 
seasonal reasons. 
For \-mrk 
necess1tated 
by technical 
and economic 
reasons. 
; reasons 
Country 
TABLt. IX (continued) 
Deviat~ons from norPlal working hoi!Es provi~e_d for under coltecr:ive aareen~ 
For preparation a;d.-0v1h~n working hour:o 
cleaning work or time at which mere 
include ---rr"'"i1 cases of extreme 
presence is lcroerg~ncy or force 
I 
<1dditional and required. 
1
maiutcnance work. 
.t 
----<~ 
Artifici.cl & SX~.t;!~~~ic _Fih;:-~ .. 
~dust~ (1 undert<.'i<ing): 
Workers in wages categories 
10 to 21, when they arc on 
standby, have the right to 
an allm-rance (see Table X). 
Workers in wages categories 
22 and above have the right to 
a I day nohday irrespective 
ofvhether the standoy lasted 
~or a weekend or a week. In 
certain exceptional eases, 
it may prove necessary to 
place a number of workers 
on standoy outside of normal 
working hours for a whole 
week. Any proposal to set 
up a standby service 
covering a week must be sub-
mitted to the Personnel 
~~nager. Final authorisation 
may only be given by tne 
General Manager of the under-
taking. 
If the required additional 
work necessitates a special 
journey to the factory or 
oft:i.ce, a remuneration 
(and not therefore simply 
an incr0ased rate) 
equ~valent to 0.6% of 
ro2~2ure and excep-
tional cases. 
For work made 
necessary oy 
technical or 
seasonal reasons. 
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For work necess~fated by 
technical and economic 
reasons. 
Metallurgical Industry: 
The following are cons-
1dered as overtime: 
a~ hours worked outside 
of the worker's normal 
working day; 
b) the hours worked over 
and above the worker•s 
normal work schedule 
· wiLhin a normal working 
nay. 
c') hours worked on 
Saturday when, according 
to his worK scnedule, the 
worker would not have had 
to work. 
d) hours worked on Sunday 
or public holidays(Sundays 
or public holidays are 
considered as lasting from 
. 0.00 to 24.00); 
Electrical Engineerin$ 
Industry (1 undertaking): 
1 
By overtime is u~derstood 
the time worked by a person 
according to a schedule 
worked out beforehand 
by the employer: 
over and above the normal 
8! hour working day, except 
(h.her 
!reasons 
~ -
-r-i 
• 
.... 
s:t 
0 (,) 
-
cl.! 
-A 
~ 
e 
~ 
t 
·.,,]4{A&d!1:2: __ ,;i~:·~;_,. ~ .. · 
~ -~· 
.,_~,:L~. 
• 
~LE .IX (c,?Etinued) 
l monthly salary is granted. 'i}J.Ïs . . . remunerat1on 1s E,)t pm Ci when the· 
adJitional servi~e.s can or have to be 
carried out inmediately before or 
after normal daily working hours or 
if the stoppage uns requ::>.sted by t'he 
worker h1mself so that pe could absent 
himself from the factory or ofhce. 
Glass Industry: (1 undertaking): 
Workers wno, 1n arder to carry out 
the work requested by the employe~ 
have to make an additional journey 
from their home to the undertaking, 
have the right to an allowance for 
each journey, unless they are on a 
watchman's schedule (see Table X). 
Iron & Steel lndustry (1 undertaking); 
A worker belonging to categories 
1 to 12 receives an allowance 
equivalent to 3.5% of his salary 
for any week during which he is 
on standby. When he is not on 
standoy for a full week, the 
allowance is calculated as shown 
on Table X. . 
An allowance is aiso payable for 
any unforeseen work (see Table 
X} 
Rubber & Thermo Plastics Industry: 
A worker unexpectedly called in from 
his home in order to carry out 
additional work receives, over and 
above the payment for this work 
time, remunerat1on equal tu the 
first nour of overtime (see 
·rabie X}. 
~ . 
::.;,_, .. :.. ;~k_'--
-· 
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when this additional work is ot 
an occasional and inaiV1dual nature, 
and does not exceed 1! hours; a . 
day when this worker is normally 
free according to his schedule. 
Textile Indus try: · 
The parties to this agreement declare 
their read1ness to try to arrange 
that the employers grant the autbor-
isat1on for overtime referred to 1n 
para. 7 of Article 28 of the law 
of 19/9 on work enabling them to 
engage workers who are at least 1& 
years old on shift work, except for 
married women,during a period longer 
than the normal working hours 
applicable to them, up to 65 days 
or more per year, at the rate of 
one hour per day during the first 
5 days of work and/or for several . 
hours on Saturday, provided that a 
maximum of 5 hours per week is not 
exceeded. Generally, this àuthor-
isation for overtime work cannot be 
used for more than 6 consecutive 
weeks. 
Cloth1~g Industry: The additiooal 
wages provided for in Table· X 
are payable for overtime work. 
Artif1cial & si}thetic Fibres IndustEY . 
( 1 undertaking 
Overtime, provided that it is sore than 
1 hour per day, completed by workers 
in categories 10 to 2l,entitles them to 
the increases referred to in Table X. 
il .•• 
r· 
1 
.. 
Chemic~]:__]~~~<~ ~2}:-_(som.e undertnld ngs): 
Horkers on sc<mdby reccJ. vc an ad hoc 
allowance per st<"-.:ldby p2r"\ od (see Table X). 
Workers uho, on a given clay, hav" to go 
to an undertaking more times than pro·vided 
for in the~r work schedule, in order to 
carry out certai' jobs,have the right to an 
additional p:~yment for each journey 
(see Table X).These particular jobs are 
each assumed to have taken at least one 
hour. 
.. 
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Glass Industry (1 undertaKI~J): 
Work carried out on the orders of 
the employer over and above the 
normal working hours provided for 
in the work schedules are liable for 
application of the system of increases 
provided for in Table X. 
Iron & Steel Industrl (1 undertaking) 
A worker whose job comes within 
categories 1 to 14 has the right to 
an allowance for his overtime unless 
this additlonal work is carried out 
immediately before or after the 
normal work schedule and does not 
cover more than 1! hours. For the 
allowance, see Table X. 
Buildins: 
In certain special cases at the 
discretion of the employer, the 
worker is obliged to work longer 
hours. For the increase paid over and 
above the hourly rate, see Table X. 
Rubber & Thermo Plastics Industry: 
For overtime, see Table X. 
Chemical Industry (some undertakings): 
For overtime, see Table X. 
• 
!l'--~--... ,.,_,-,--.,:.;;;."'"''· -~----· 
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Tt\T:l)~~ X 
Increases in salary in the event of relax-"tt::!ons o'~d-clèviutions from the normal working hours provided for 'under 
·--- ·· collee ti ve agreements 
----------------
t~ 
Country In the case of in % L Method of calculation ' ,. ~..;~·-
FRANCE Table IX Metallurgical & Mining Industries: 
Payment for hours worked with increase for overtime, 
plus an a!lowance equivalent to the amount which would 
have been received in c"ompensation for the applicable 
hourly reouction, either 66% or 80% depending on whether 
the hours 1n question are in excess of 48 hours or 
between 40 and 48 hours. 
•. 
ITAL Y 
. 
!LUXEMBOURG 
- . 
---- --- ---·----- --
- .. 
- '- ~---------
••• ., 
'. "'~r---·· ----. ---~- ~ '-------~~-· -
.··;:·· .,., 
- ~ . 
··~i~~t.~~~~-~:;~:;~ ,. ~~ ~~:~. 
' .... 
. 
TABL!:: X (continued) 
v /'L:i'C/73- Ti' 
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Increases in sa~tcTY in the event of r('~-r:-~ation~ of ar~.:L deviations from tl1(' norm~~-1 vJOrking hours prov~ded for under cqllective a_greements 
--
------·-
.. --~ Country In the case of in 7. Hethod of calculation 
r---
' Table VIII) 
refer to Table VI. BELGIUM Table IX ) 
• Table VIII In these cases, no increase 1n wage~; is provided for. 
-
Table IX The cases given in Table IX are brought together under the head1ng 
.. Overtime" in the collective agreements. The increases· for overtime 
are as follows: 
40% of hourly rate Volkswa~en automobile indus'trz:: 
25% ot hourly rate for the 
~ f1rst 6 hours Electronics inqustrz:: ~5% of hourly rate Textile industrl. : for the first 2 hours IJ5% of hourly rate . from the third hour onwards. . 
~ 25% of hourly rate Chemical industEl 
2~% of hourly rate Rubber industrl 
Glass industry 
fl5% of hourly rate for day work 
~5% of hourly rate for night work 
~5% of hourly rate Shi~buildin~ 
.. 
\ 
,~~-?S .. Jcontinued) 
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IncreasE';,~_i_E~h~:r_y in ti:_e_~_':'_ent '?J· .. ,rel8?;:.::-tions_'"9CE and de':L<:~i?.E'."-f-~~E£.!:!::~1 vorki_r:..g hours r:rovided for t1J1(k ~- collective ~ 
_'" ______ 
Country ln the case of j_ 
Table VIII I 
I 
I 
(/) 
A 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
z 
in % 
25% of hnurly 
50% of huurly 
rate 
rate 
t~thod of calc~lation 
---·-- .... _- Netallur0ic~ _i!l_dustr~: 
for the 2 hours overtime immediately following the normal working day 
from Monday to Friday. 
for the fo llowirtg 2 hours , 'Honday to Friday. 
no it; crease, but t1.me for 2 hours overtime worked on a Saturday when the worker wouLd not 
normally have had to work, provided that he was informed of the need 
to work on a Saturday by the preceding Wedne~day at the latest. 
off in lieu 
501~ of hourly 
100% of hourly 
no increase 
25% o:r hourly 
2~% of hourly 
5Q% of hourly 
100% of hourly 
• 
25% of hourly 
50% of hourly 
50% of hourly 
rate 
rate 
r<:te i 
I 
I 
rate J-
rate I -
rate 
' I 
I 
rate !-i 
rate I -
rate I I 
i 
. ' I 
I 
I 
for overtime on Saturday (normally free days) advised after Wednesda) 
for overtime worked on Sundays and public holidays. 
for hours transferred to an hour before and an hour after the normal 
work1.ng aay, \vi th a maxircum of one hour per day. 
for other transferred hours. 
Electrical Engineering Industrx (1 undertak1.ng; 
for overtime worked Monday to Friday between 7.00 and 18.00. 
for overdme worked Mouday to Friday between 19.00 and 7.00 and 
Saturdays from 0.00 to 7.00. 
for other overtime worked on Saturday, Sunday and public holidays. 
Textile Industry 
for overt1.me worked Monday ~o Friday between 6.00 and 20.00. 
for overtime worked Monday to Friday between 20.00 and 6.00. 
for overtime worKed on Saturday between 0.00 and 14.00. 
... / ... 
-....... 
. 
4.J 
~ 
0 
C) 
-
t 
75% or hourly rate 
100% uf hour.ty rate 
25% of hourly rate 
50% of hourly rate 
;too% of hourly rate 
. 
0.4% of monthly salary 
1.5% of monthly salaLy 
2.0% of monthly salary 
0.8% of monthly salary 
0.8% of monthly salary 
1.2% of monthly salary 
0.6~ of month~y salary 
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for overtime worked on Saturday between 14.00 and 24.00. 
for ovcr:time ·Horked pn Sunday and public holidays. 
f.~othing _ ~ndus try 
for ovcrl.ine worked on normal working days between 7.00 and 22.00. 
for overtime worked on normal working days bet\veen 22.00 and 7.uo and 
Saturdays. 
for oveL time worked on Sundays and public holidays. 
Artificia~ & Synthetic Fibres Industry (1 undertaking) 
Standby allowance 
Salary category 10 to 21 • 
per day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays. 
for a Saturday or Sunday 
for a public holiday. 
Workerti beLonging to salary category 22 or above have Lhe right to 
a half-day holiday irrespective of whether the standby is for a weekend 
or a week. For overtime lastiug more than half an hour per day on public 
holidays and certain hours immediately preceding or following public 
hol1days, the fol1ow1ng remunerat1ons (and not therefore merely additional 
payments) are applied, calculated as a percentage of the category 8 
maximum monthly salary. 
Salary categories 10, 20 and 21: 
overtime worked between 6.00 on Saturday and 6.00 on MOnday, exclud1ng 
puolic holidays. 
overtime worked at certain times immediately ·preceding or following a 
public holiday. 
overtime worked on public holidays. 
Salary categories 10 to 18: 
overtime worked between 6.00 on.Monday and 6.00 on Saturday, excluding 
public holidays and the hours immediately preceding or follow1ng a public 
holiday. 
. 
iJ 
s:: 
3 Table IX 
1.0% of monthly salary 
1.0% of ;;;onthly salary 
1.6% of l.r:Jnthly saJ ary 
0.85% of monthly sc:lary 
1.1% of mon~hly salary 
0.5% of m:mthly salary 
0.75% of monthly salary 
1.0% of monthly sal<:•.ry 
25% of hourly rate 
50% of hourly rate 
3.5% of monthly salary 
1.2% uf monthly salary 
0.8% of m:mthly salary 
0.3% of montnly salary 
v /288/73-,,. 
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overtime vorked between 6,00 Saturday and 6.00 Honda?} ·:xcluding 
public holidays. 
certain times unnk:diately preceding or following a pul,lic holiday. 
overtime worked on public holidays. 
(;tA·.~ Industry (1 undertaking): remuneration (and not therefore 
sl~~;};}y"an {{1crease) for overtirr.e. 
for t1me worked between 0.00 Monday and 24.00 Saturday. 
for hours worked Sundays and public hoLidays. 
Allowance (')r special journey. It is calculated on the Group 5 
scale, grace o. 
for a journey between }funday and Friday. 
for a JOurney on Saturday. 
for a journey on Sunday or public holiday. 
iron & Steel Industry ( 1 undertaking) 
Incre~se for overtime 
for the first 2 hours immediately preceding or following normal 
working hours from Honday to Friday and for hours worked on a free day. 
for other times oetween Monday and Friday. 
At the weekend, the above-mentioned-percentages are increased as follows: 
25% for time worked on Saturday between 6.00 and 14.00. 
50% for time worked between 14.00 Saturday and 2.00 Sunday. 
100% for time worked between z.OO Sunday and 2.00 Monday. 
50% for time worked on Monday between 2.00 and 6.00. 
Standby allowance 
for any full week 
1n tnE. case of E tandby on Sunday or a public holiday 
in the event of standby on Saturday. 
in the case of $tandby any other day. 
2:>% of hourly rate 
-
50% of hourly ra~:e ('") 
. 5u% of hourly rate ~ 
s:: 50% of hourly rate 0 
0 100% of hourly rate 
-
til 
A 
~ 0.675% of monthly salary ~ 
~ 1.08% of monthly salary 
M 
z 
0.81% of monthly salary 
0.5% of monthly salary 
2.0% of monthly salary 
2.5% of monthly salary 
0.5% ot monthly salary 
1.5% of monthly salary 
0.75% of monthly salary 
1.0% of rrDnthly salary 
1.)% of monthly salary 
-
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Travel allowance (unexpected): an alL,vmnce equivalent to 
one hour's pay is ~,llowed the worker: 
a) \-:ho is called back to 'v-ork in the daytime. 
b) who is called to work overtime before 6.00 or after 22.00, 
c) \vhu begins a shift witnin 8 hours of finishing work the previous 
day. 
Bu1ld~: Increases for overtime 
for the first, second and third hour immediately preceding or following 
normal working hours. 
for other times up to·the time when the normal working day begins. 
increases for work carried out at the weekend nr on public holidays. 
for work on Saturday. 
for work on Sundays and public holidays. 
Rubber industry: Allowance ( and not therefore simply an increase for 
oveffime) 
for time between 6.00 and 20.00, Monday-Friday, at tue rate-of 1 hour 
max. per day. · 
for overtime worked on Saturday and a public holiday not falling on a 
Sunday. 
for any other times. 
Chemical Industry 
Standby a!lowances: 
per period, Monday-Friday, 
per period, Saturday and Sunday 
per period, public holidays. 
Additional travel allowances: 
per journey, Monday-Friday. 
per journey, Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays. 
Allov:ances (and not therefore simpty· increase) for overtime 
hours worked Monday-~aturday. 
hours worked on Sunday. 
hours worked on public holidays. 
-------- -----------~-~·------------------------------~----------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------
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